A Few Complaints

While we wait for the release of the MIT Commission report (and the final figures on commons), it seems appropriate to call attention to a few of the problems pestering MIT students. Non-would merit a demonstration outside President Johnson's office, but perhaps we can stir the student body to "powers that be" to remedy the situation.

The failure of this fall's TCA charity drive is disheartening. Past efforts netted $2,000 from the Tech, but this year's event has produced a bare $500. TCA will accept contributions for any charity; their appeal should be broad enough to gain support from a larger segment of the student body and faculty. The drive will continue in Building 10 through tomorrow afternoon.

Problems are developing with the MIT-Wellesley bus service. Riders have registered three complaints: 1) there is no bus stop in the MIT west campus area; 2) the busses are often late, and 3) some MIT students cross-registered for Wellesley courses have been refused a ride because the bus was already full. Non-would merit a demonstration outside President Johnson's office, but perhaps we can stir the student body to "powers that be" to remedy the situation.

By Harvey Baker
For some time now, Dining Service has been under scrutiny. A crew of volunteer commoners for the Ad Hoc Dining Service Committee was assured last year that we would have a more reasonable price structure this year, now Dining Service is talking in terms of another price increase.
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